Background: In gene expression analysis, statistical tests for differential gene expression provide lists of candidate genes having, individually, a sufficiently low p-value. However, the interpretation of each single p-value within complex systems involving several interacting genes is problematic. In parallel, in the last sixty years, game theory has been applied to political and social problems to assess the power of interacting agents in forcing a decision and, more recently, to represent the relevance of genes in response to certain conditions.
Background
Microarray technology allows for the simultaneous detection of expression levels of thousands of genes. By means of gene expression microarrays it is possible to generate a matrix of expression data, where the rows index the genes and the columns the study samples. Numbers in the matrix represent gene expression values in the study samples. Many statistical methods have been proposed for the selection of candidate genes that potentially play an important role in the mechanisms governing the biological system [1] [2] [3] .
Unfortunately, the main difficulty in choosing which statistical approach to use is that most methods are not directly related with a sound biological interpretation. For example, statistical testing [1, 4, 5] for gene selection aims at finding genes which are 'strongly' differentially expressed between two conditions, where for condition we mean whatever state of the biological samples that is conjectured to affect gene expression (e.g. the exposure to environmental or therapeutic agents, disease state, etc.). Following this approach, genes are usually ranked according to their p-values, being genes with the smallest p-values the most differentially expressed. Since no biological meaning is necessarily associated to the notion of p-value, the interpretation of single p-values within complex biological systems where several genes are known to interact is problematic. For instance, a crucial issue to address is whether a subset of genes identified as being individually differentially expressed in the study samples is more or less efficient in characterizing samples than a subset of genes which show different levels of interaction between the two conditions.
A method for gene expression analysis based on game theory was proposed in [6] and is further explored in this paper. The main advantage of the game theory approach is the possibility to compute a numerical index, i.e. a relevance index, which represents the relevance of each gene under a certain condition taking into account the expression behaviors of the other genes under the same condition. An additional feature of the game theory approach developed in [6] is that it is provided a novel property driven characterization of the Shapley value in order to contextualize and justify the use of the Shapley value as relevance index for genes. Five simple properties with a biological interpretation are introduced in [6] and it is proved that they characterize the Shapley value. One simple property is that a relevance index should attribute null relevance to genes that are never up-or down-regulated under a certain condition. This idea is captured by the Null Gene (NG) property. In addition, if one is interested to bring smaller gene pathways into prominence, then another reasonable property is that if two disjoint sets of genes are up-or down-regulated in a same rate of samples, then genes in the smaller set should receive a higher relevance index than genes in the bigger one (Partnership Monotonicity (PM)). The Partnership Rationality (PR) property and the Partnership Feasibility (PF) property determine, respectively, a lower and an upper bound of the power of certain pathways of genes in determining the onset of the tumor. Lastly, it is used a special version of additivity, namely the Equal Splitting (ES) property, which has the natural interpretation of giving the same reliability to different microarray experiments. It is proved in [6] that the Shapley value is the unique relevance index which satisfies the properties PR, PF, PM, ES and NG on the class of microarray games. We refer to [6] for a more detailed description and discussion of such properties.
According to the game theory approach, the frequency of associations (see Methods) of all of the subsets of genes with a condition of interest is described by means of a microarray game. The definition of relevance index for genes is provided in terms of the Shapley value [7, 8] , which is the unique relevance index for microarray games satisfying the set of properties introduced in [6] . The higher the number attributed by the Shapley value to a certain gene in a given microarray game, the higher the relevance of that gene for the mechanisms governing the genomic effects of the condition under study.
Since gene expression is a stochastic, or 'noisy', process [9, 10] and a microarray game is defined on a gene expression data-set, a microarray game itself follows a stochastic law, significantly affecting the stability of a relevance index. This fact must be considered in comparing the relevance index of genes under different conditions, e.g. different environmental exposures.
The purpose of this work is to introduce a new method to analyze gene expression data, which combines the game theory notion of relevance index [6] with the notion of statistical significance. A Bootstrap based algorithm applied to the sample statistics of the Shapley value is introduced in this paper and is used to perform a Comparative Analysis of Shapley value (shortly, CASh). CASh is used to select those genes whose relevance index results stable against noise in gene expression, meaning that the index has the tendency to be weakly affected when a few observations are removed. The basic idea of Bootstrap [11] [12] [13] is to use re-sampling techniques to collect information about the shape, center, and spread of the sampling distribution of the statistic of interest. This idea is particularly valuable when it is not possible to assume a given model describing the distributions in the population and to calculate the parameters of the corresponding sampling distribution.
To illustrate the framework's utility of the method, we applied CASh to gene expression data published in [14] . In [14] genome-wide oligonucleotide microarray analysis was applied in peripheral blood cells of children from Teplice (TP) area (n = 23), and compared with children from the rural control area of Prachatice (PR) (n = 24) in the Czech Republic. The TP area is a mining district characterized by high levels of airborne pollutants including carcinogens [14] . The results provided by CASh in this application are compared with the results provided by a parametric statistical analysis for the selection of differentially expressed genes between the two areas.
Other approaches using Game Theory for gene expression analysis have been proposed in literature. An approach explored in [15] is based on the framework of minimum cost spanning trees (MCST), that is used to represent the interactions between all possible pairs of genes and is extended to implement the notion of association for coalitions of genes. Basically, this approach is rooted on two main steps: first, a method based on the MCST problem is introduced to represent the interactions between the involved genes; second, the MCST representation of a gene expression dataset is used to analyze a related game theoretical problem for the determination of the relevance of genes. Another application introduced in [16] is related to the problems of making good prediction of sample conditions. Classification games are defined and used to analyze the power of groups of genes to classify samples into the right study conditions. Classification games turn out to be closely related to microarray games and, on some numerical examples, the Shapley value is studied as a method for selection of genes with high performance in sample classification. Recently, in [17] , a set of genes selected according to the Shapley value is studied in connection with the pathogenesis of neuroblastic tumors.
Another approach to computational biology using game theory is the multi-perturbation Shapley value analysis (MSA) [18] , that is a method for causal function localization which addresses the challenge of defining and calculating the contributions of network elements from a data set of multiple lesions or other type of perturbations and their corresponding performance scores. In this framework, a set of multiple lesion experiments is represented as a coalitional game. Specifically, MSA defines the set of contributions to be the Shapley value, which stands for the unique fair division of the game's worth (the network's performance score when all elements are intact) among the different players (the network elements). The contribution of an element to a function measures its importance, that is, the part it causally plays in the successful performance of that function. MSA has recently been used in analysis of data from genetic experiments in a work by [19] . The aim of the work by [19] was to identify the importance in terms of causal responsibility of some genes in performing a certain function in yeast cells. In their approach, [19] evaluate the value of each coalition as a measure of the biological system's performance for a certain function (e.g. the ability of the system to survive the UV irradiation).
Results

Model application
We applied CASh to the analysis of gene expression data published in [14] of 23 children from the polluted area of Teplice (TP) and 24 children from the rural control area of Prachatice (PR), in the Czech Republic. We addressed the problem of quantifying the relevance of genes in the TP area using the information provided by the microarray game defined when up-regulated genes are considered (
) and the microarray game defined when down-reg- 
Selection of significantly modified gene expressions in exposed versus non-exposed children Genes were selected according to the double criterium of small p-value from CASh and large Shapley value in microarray games defined on TP data. More precisely, genes with an un-adjusted p-value, provided by Algorithm 1, lower than a predefined cut-off and Shapley value greater than the mean plus the standard deviation in (838 genes; see Figure 1 , left side) or (889 genes; see Figure 1 , right side), were selected (Table 1 ). The Shapley value in games defined on TP data represents a measure of the relevance of genes for the mechanisms governing the genomic effects of pollution in TP, whereas the Shapley value of microarray games defined on PR data is taken as a reference value. The latter is used in CASh to remove the effects of stochastic noise from the Shapley value of games defined on TP data. In Methods: Data processing for CASh, the procedure adopted to define all microarray games on The numbers of genes selected by CASh and t-test for different levels of p are presented in Table 1 , together with the number of genes which are selected by both methods. Table 2 shows the expression differences between individuals of the two regions of the 28 genes selected by CASh or t-test at p < 0.0001. Seven genes are selected by both methods.
The overlap between CASh and t-test in terms of the number of selected genes when ranked according to their p-values (p <0.05) in both CASh and t-test is represented in Figure 3 (red lines). Figure 3 also shows other three curves: the green line represents the overlap between a list of genes generated with the criterium of highest foldchange of average expression between TP and PR and a list of genes generated with the criterium of highest differential Shapley value between games on TP and PR; the blue line represents the overlap between a list of genes ranked according to their p-value (p < 0.05) in the t-test and a list of genes generated with the criterium of highest differential Shapley value between games on TP and PR; the orange line represents the overlap between a list of genes ranked according to their p-value (p < 0.05) in CASh and a list of genes generated with the criterium of highest dif- The hierarchical clustering (Figure 4(a) ) based on the set of 159 genes with highest Shapley value and unadjusted p-value < 0.01 returned a distinct separation of 22 (cluster B) exposed subjects and 15 (cluster A) non-exposed subjects (accuracy 78.7%). The hierarchical clustering ( Figure  4(b) ) based on the set of all of the 265 genes differentially expressed at p < 0.01 in the t-test returned a distinct separation of 22 (cluster A) exposed and 21 (cluster B) nonexposed subjects (accuracy 97.7%). The red/green bar on the top of the heat-maps is used to label the subjects of the two clusters provided by K-means clustering with K = 2. Kmeans clustering shows an accuracy of 88.4% for the list of genes selected by CASh and 97.7% for the list of genes selected by t-test. To compare the classification success of the lists of genes selected by CASh and t-test, we performed hierarchical clustering for equal numbers of genes ( Figure 6 ). Table 3 shows a similar high level of classification accuracy for lists of genes by CASh and t-test, with a small increment in accuracy (4.2%) for t-test lists with 33 and 159 genes. Table 4 . Since the game theory method yielded 434 genes with p < 0.05 whereas the t-test yielded much more genes for the same level of p (see Table 1 ), we selected the same number of genes (with lowest p-values) from the t-test, to have equally sized gene lists for DAVID. The over-represented biological themes on the CASh list are compared with the over-represented biological themes in the list of 434 genes with smallest p-value in the t-test (Table 5) .
Upon t-test analysis DAVID returned more modified pathways (n = 84) than after CASh selection (n = 50). CAShbased pathway identification shares 11 annotation terms with t-test analysis-based pathway selection.
Simulation study
In microarray studies, the detection of differential gene expression under two different conditions is very important. On the other hand, also the detection of differential gene expression variance may allow to identify experimental variables that affect different biological processes and accuracy of DNA microarray measurements. So, in this simulation we compare the performance of CASh and t-test in selecting genes which differ between two conditions in terms of average expression or expression variance.
To assess the statistical power of CASh as a function of the sample size, we conducted a simulation study. We compared the performance of CASh against t-test on a simulated gene expression data-set of n = 1000 genes obtained by random samples from normal distributions under two simulated conditions: 90% of genes were sampled from the same distribution under the two conditions; the remaining 10% of genes was split in two groups of equal size: one group of genes 2-fold different in average expression between the two conditions and another group characterized by different variability across measures under the two conditions. Both CASh and t-test were applied on the simulated data-set, and genes with p-value smaller than predefined cutoffs, used to control the false positive Expression changes of the 28 genes that were selected by t-test or CASh at p-value< 0.0001. 'Effect' column shows the difference between the average expression ratio in TP minus the average expression ratio in PR. In the last column, the method used for each gene selection is shown: ttest or CASh or both.
Overlap curves Figure 7 shows that the power of the t-test converges to 0.5 as expected, since half of the genes sampled from different distributions have a fold change not equal to 1. Differently, CASh converges to 1.
Discussion
The purpose of our study is to introduce a new method (CASh) to analyze gene expression data, which combines the game theory notion of relevance index [6] with the notion of statistical significance. We illustrate the framework's utility by applying it to a published data-set [14] and the results of this application are discussed and compared with the output of a classical analysis for differential expression detection. A more detailed discussion on the statistical issues related to p-value generation in CASh is provided in Additional files [see Additional file 2].
Looking at the intersections of the set of genes selected by CASh with the set of genes selected by t-test, for each level of p in Table 1 , we have that about 50% of genes selected by CASh are also selected by t-test. The different results obtained by CASh and t-test, are not very surprising. In fact, as further explained in Methods, the two approaches Clustering on genes selected by CASh and t-test at p < 0.01 Figure 4 Clustering on genes selected by CASh and t-test at p < 0.01. (a) Heat-map of the log-expression values together with hierarchical clustering (Ward method, Euclidean distance) and K-means (a priori specified number of clusters K = 2) of 47 subjects (columns) and 159 genes (rows) with highest Shapley values and with un-adjusted p-values smaller than 0.01 (from CASh, Algorithm 1). (b) Heat-map of the log-expression values together with the hierarchical clustering (Ward method, Euclidean distance) and K-means (a priori specified number of clusters K = 2) of 47 subjects (columns) and 265 genes (rows) with p-values smaller than 0.01 (from t-test). Yellow: up-regulation and blue: down-regulation. In subject labels, 1 means exposed subject, whereas 0 means non-exposed subject. The red and green labels on the top of the heat-map represent the two clusters of subjects provided by K-means. Orange rectangles highlight misclassified subjects. The vertical dashed line shows the separation between the two main clusters. 3_0  4_0  2_0  20_0  13_0  14_0  15_0  1_0  21_0  23_0  9_0  5_0  8_0  35_1  10_0  11_0  18_0  19_0  12_0  16_0  7_0  6_0  22_0  24_0  44_1  45_1  29_1  38_1  28_1  33_1  37_1  26_1  27_1  34_1  40_1  46_1  41_1  42_1  31_1  36_1  25_1  47_1  30_1  39_1  17_0  32_1 31_1  36_1  41_1  17_0  34_1  27_1  46_1  40_1  42_1  30_1  26_1  47_1  25_1  39_1  44_1  32_1  43_1  37_1  29_1  38_1  45_1  7_0  33_1  6_0  28_1  11_0  12_0  23_0  18_0  19_0  16_0  22_0  24_0  4_0  3_0  2_0  20_0  8_0  10_0  21_0  5_0  9_0  35_1  13_0  1_0  14_0 select relevant genes using different criteria. The t-test selects genes according to their individual differential expression between the two study conditions. Using the ttest, genes are considered significant on the basis of the difference of their expression profile between two conditions: gene i is called significant when its p-value is sufficiently small. The CASh method keeps into account the expression of each gene under two conditions, but the added value of the Shapley value is the ability to highlight the contribution of those genes which consistently interact with other genes. The CASh method calculates the relevance of genes as their average marginal contribution over all possible permutations of genes. Therefore, genes with the highest relevance are those that likely explain the difference between the two conditions, because they play an important role (on average) over all possible permutations, not only with respect to their individual differential expression.
Overlap rate of lists of genes generated according to different methods is shown in Figure 3 . CASh method and differential Shapley value show a bigger overlap with the list . In subject labels, 1 means exposed subject, whereas 0 means non-exposed subject. Orange rectangles highlight misclassified subjects. provided by t-test than the list provided by fold-change. As far as we know, this is the first time that this result is reported on a real microarray data-set. Lists of genes selected from CASh and differential Shapley value show a large overlap, that for more then 50 selected genes varies between 70% and 80%.
The structure of the main representative groups provided by hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering based on the set of genes with differential expression and genes selected by CASh at < 0.01 shows gene expression profiles discriminating between the two areas.
In addition, hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering based on the set of genes selected by CASh, highlight a group of non-exposed subjects with homogenous levels of expression closer to another homogenous group of exposed subjects. To assess the reliability of this third cluster, we applied K-means clustering with K = 3 instead of K = 2, and we used the notion of mutual information in the framework of information theory [21] . Specifically, clus- Figure 6 Hierarchical clusterings on genes selected by CASh and t-test for same numbers of genes. Hierarchical clustering (Ward method, Euclidean distance) of 47 subjects (columns): on 33 genes from CASh (a.1) and t-test (a.2); on 159 genes from CASh (b.1) and t-test (b.2); on 434 genes from CASh (c.1) and t-test (c.2). In subject labels, 1 means exposed subject, whereas 0 means non-exposed subject. Orange rectangles highlight misclassified subjects. 44_1  34_1  26_1  30_1  41_1  31_1  36_1  42_1  18_0  33_1  37_1  40_1  46_1  19_0  43_1  17_0  25_1  27_1  11_0  13_0  15_0  3_0  10_0  35_1  20_0  23_0  1_0  5_0  9_0  14_0  21_0  7_0  47_1  32_1  6_0  8_0  28_1  22_0  24_0  38_1  16_0  12_0  29_1  4_0  2_0 31_1  36_1  42_1  17_0  18_0  19_0  25_1  45_1  40_1  27_1  46_1  34_1  33_1  37_1  39_1  44_1  43_1  30_1  26_1  47_1  12_0  22_0  16_0  38_1  4_0  2_0  20_0  24_0  28_1  29_1  35_1  7_0  32_1  13_0  6_0  1_0  5_0  14_0  9_0  21_0  8_0  15_0  10_0  11_0  3_0 4_0  2_0  20_0  13_0  14_0  15_0  1_0  21_0  23_0  9_0  5_0  8_0  35_1  10_0  11_0  18_0  19_0  6_0  7_0  22_0  24_0  12_0  16_0  44_1  45_1  29_1  38_1  28_1  33_1  37_1  26_1  27_1  34_1  40_1  46_1  31_1  36_1  41_1  42_1  25_1  47_1  30_1  39_1  17_0  32_1 8_0  9_0  5_0  21_0  13_0  10_0  6_0  1_0  14_0  15_0  11_0  12_0  23_0  4_0  3_0  2_0  20_0  17_0  18_0  19_0  7_0  16_0  22_0  24_0  33_1  45_1  29_1  38_1  28_1  37_1  32_1  43_1  34_1  30_1  26_1  47_1  39_1  44_1  31_1  36_1  41_1  25_1  27_1  46_1  40_1 26_1  27_1  41_1  42_1  34_1  40_1  46_1  45_1  29_1  38_1  25_1  39_1  44_1  31_1  36_1  17_0  43_1  32_1  30_1  47_1  4_0  3_0  2_0  20_0  35_1   10_0  11_0  5_0  8_0  9_0  23_0  13_0  14_0  15_0  1_0  21_0  18_0  19_0  33_1  28_1  37_1  16_0  22_0  24_0  6_0 19_0  41_1  34_1  40_1  42_1  26_1  27_1  46_1  25_1  47_1  30_1  39_1  17_0  32_1  43_1  44_1  31_1  36_1  6_0  28_1  33_1  7_0  38_1  45_1  29_1  37_1  11_0  12_0  23_0  3_0  4_0  2_0  20_0  22_0  16_0  24_0  13_0  21_0  1_0  14_0  15_0  5_0  8_0  9_0  10_0 ter-wise mutual information (CMI) relates the distributions of two random variables to each other providing a score which represents the amount of information that the distribution of one variable encodes about the other variable. CMI scores show that the reliability of the third cluster is very low in comparison with the two major clus- Overview of significant over-represented functional themes and pathways within the lists of most significant 434 genes selected by CASh. Only functional terms and pathways with p-value smaller than 0.1 are listed. The enrichment fold change (efc) is shown in the third column. Terms which are significantly over-represented also in genes from t-test (Table 5) are marked by *. ters, suggesting that both lists of genes identified by CASh and t-test best classify subjects in only two groups (Table  6 ). Table 3 shows that both CASh and t-test achieve a good separation performance when hierarchical clustering is applied to lists of genes of equal size. We are aware that clustering technique is not a classification procedure (see [22] for a comparison of different gene selection algorithm using performance on classification methods), but rather a method to reveal structural information in a data set. Therefore, achieving high levels of accuracy in clustering means that the information related to selected genes is sufficient to efficiently characterize the study conditions.
Hierarchical clusterings on genes selected by CASh and t-test for same numbers of genes
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The same classification performance in terms of accuracy of clusters shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) suggests that genes with smallest p-value from CASh are the most informative among those with highest differential Shapley value. This fact may be explained by the ability of CASh method to provide genes with more stable Shapley value when small p-values are considered.
We also compared the medians of the sample statistics of the Shapley value of two genes, MFD1 and NFKBIA, with the same differential Shapley value but very different pvalues from CASh. While the difference between TP and PR of the medians of Shapley value statistics for gene MFSD1 (p = 0.029) is zero, the corresponding difference of medians for the gene NFKBIA (p = 0.004) is larger than the differential Shapley value. On this particular instance, this result is consistent with the claimed ability of CASh to select genes with stable Shapley value. Note also that NFK-BIA may be involved in diverse biological processes such as cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and metastasis [23, 24] .
Among the genes selected by CASh only at p < 0.0001 (see Table 2 ), oligodendrocyte transcription factor 1 (OLIG1) was recently described in [25] as a prognostic marker for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Hormone-sensitive lipase (Lipe) is known to catalyze both the release of fatty acids from storage triglycerides in adipocytes and the liberation of cholesterol from cholesterol esters in steroidogenic tissues playing a key role in energy metabolism [26, 27] . TMEPAI, an androgen induced gene, was found up-regulated in a time-and concentration-specific manner in prostate cancer cells (LNCaP) [28] .
SRCRB4D contains 4 group B scavenger receptor cysteinerich (SRCR) domains, a group of proteins known to be involved in the development of the immune system and the regulation of both innate and adaptive immune responses [29] . The sequence of human RBM6 is identical to DEF-3, that was found as differentially expressed during myelopoiesis [30] , and of the lung cancer antigen NY-LU-12 [31] .
For the seven genes selected by both CASh and t-test (p <0.0001) it is not clear at this moment exactly how they biologically relate to exposure to air pollution. We simply remark that DUSP15 encodes a protein that belongs to the protein-tyrosine phosphatase family, having both protein-tyrosine phosphatase activity and serine/threoninespecific phosphatase activity. Overview of significant over-represented functional themes and pathways within the lists of most significant 434 genes selected by t-test. Only functional terms and pathways with p-value smaller than 0.1 are listed. Given the properties of air pollutants in the TP region, one would hypothetically expect modifications of pathways related to (pre-)cancerous events and immune disorders. CASh-based pathway identification shares 11 common annotation terms with t-test analysis-based pathway selection (see Table 4 ); none of these however show any known biological annotation referring to carcinogenis or immunotoxicity. Of more interest are the differences between these two selections: t-test-based analysis demonstrates pathways related to nucleosome function and microtubule structure and function which may be associated with observed differences in genotoxic damage between children from TP and from PR [14] , while CASh retrieves affected MAPK-signaling pathways which may refer to deregulation of cellular growth predisposing to tumorigenesis [32] .
Conclusion
In this paper, a new method to analyze the relevance of genes under a given condition is studied. CASh integrates the game theory model introduced in [6] with a novel Boostrap-based test procedure that allows to compare a gene relevance index computed within game theory, i.e., the Shapley value, which reflects the joint expression behavior of genes. We argued that the added value of CASh with respect to the approach in [6] is to perform statistical inference based on the distributions of the sample On simulated data where differential expression and differential variability of genes characterize two conditions, we showed that CASh affords more power than the t-test at the same false positive rate. CASh and t-test were applied to data published in [14] , concerning the gene expression measured in children from the Czech Republic differentially exposed to air pollution. A group of children lived in the area of TP, which is characterized by relatively high levels of air pollution and the other in the less polluted area of PR. Hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering are used to group together individuals on the basis of the expression patterns of genes selected by CASh and t-test, and to compare the performance of the two methods in selecting genes that jointly act in characterizing samples from the polluted and the non-polluted areas. Clustering methods show that the lists of genes provided by CASh and t-test are informative enough to discriminate between TP subjects and PR subjects on the basis of their gene expression profiles.
Simulation results for CASh and t-test
Most of genes selected by CASh at p < 0.0001 are involved in important processes related to the mechanism of carcinogenesis. While most of the gene categories shown in Tables 3 and 4 cannot yet be toxicologically interpreted, it is demonstrated that t-test analysis generates presumably relevant pathways, e.g. related to nucleosome and microtubuli function, but also misses a few, e.g. related to cell signaling and growth regulation, which are retrieved by CASh. At the level of identified pathways as affected by exposure to air pollution in Teplice children, it is the combination of both methods that yields most of the relevant information regarding genes with a potential impact in regulation of complex pathways predisposing to tumorigenesis. It is therefore recommended to apply CASh and parametric tests for differential expression in combination.
Methods
Game Theory
In this section we introduce some basic game theoretical notions and definitions. A coalitional game is a pair (N, v) , Given a coalitional game (N, v), an allocation or payoff vector is a vector (x i ) i∈N ∈ ‫ޒ‬ N assigning to player i ∈ N the amount x i .
A solution for a class of coalitional games is a function ψ that assigns a payoff vector ψ(v) to every coalitional game in the class. A well-known solution for coalitional games is the Shapley value, introduced by [7] .
The Shapley value assigns to each player his average marginal contribution over all the possible orderings, i.e. permutations, of the players. Formally, given a coalitional game (N, v), the Shapley value assigns to player i ∈ N:
where π is a permutation of the players, P(π; i) is the set of players that precede player i in the permutation π and n is the cardinality of N.
In [6] , the definition of microarray game was introduced as a coalitional game (N, ) with the objective to stress the relevance ('sufficiency') of groups of genes in relation to a specific condition. Let N = {1,...,n} be a set of genes. On a single microarray experiment on N, a sufficient requirement to realize in a coalition S ⊆ N the association between a condition and an expression property is that all the genes showing that expression property belong to coalition S (sufficiency principle). Different expression properties for genes might be considered like, e.g., under-or over-expression, strong variation, abnormal expression etc. A group of genes S ⊆ N which realizes the association between the expression property and the condition on a single array is called a winning coalition for that array. For example, consider a single microarray experiment on a set of genes N = {1, 2,...,10} under a given condition (e.g., exposure to air pollution) and suppose that only genes 1, 3 and 7 show the expression property (e.g., over-expression). Then, each set of genes S ⊆ N with 1, 3, 7 ∈ S is a winning coalition in such an experiment.
Moving 
.,k} and where card(Θ(T)) is the cardinality of Θ(T).
Finally, we define (∅) = 0.
Note that the expression of a gene is a continuous variable which hypothetically may assume whatever value across different samples, then it is not at all easy to identify good criteria to discriminate between different expression properties. The binarization method used in this work is described in section Data processing for CASh. For alternative binarization methods in gene expression analysis, see for instance [34, 35] .
Comparative Analysis of Shapley Value
Consider two groups of microarray experiments on the same set of genes N = {1,...,n}, respectively collected under two different conditions 1 and 2. Let B 1 ∈ {0, 1} n × k and B 1 ∈ {0, 1} n × h be two Boolean matrices, where B 1 is obtained via a discretization procedure from an expression data set with k biological samples under condition 1, and B 2 is obtained via a discretization procedure from an expression data set with h biological samples under condition 2. We formally present a procedure (Algorithm 1) to test the null hypothesis that each gene in N has the same Shapley value between the two conditions 1 and 2. In fact we want to test the null hypothesis δ i (ϕ( ), ϕ( )) = 0 against the
we introduce a test procedure based on a non-parametric Bootstrap method of re-sampling with replacement (see [12, 13] as general introduction to Bootstrap methods; see [36] as a Bootstrap application to microarray analysis), which is able to test the null hypothesis of no difference between the means of two random samples without assuming under the null hypothesis that the probability distributions in the populations are the same.
Algorithm 1 INPUT:
-Two Boolean matrices
-an integer number b of Bootstrap re-samples (with replacement).
OUTPUT:
-a Bootstrap estimation of the null distribution of Shapley value differences on the n genes; -a vector of n (un-adjusted for multiple comparisons) estimated p-values. 
BEGIN:
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Description of data processing
We analyzed the microarray gene expression data published in [14] . Study subjects were children from the Teplice (TP) area in the north and from the rural Prachatice (PR) in the south of the Czech Republic, for a total of 47 children; 23 from the TP area and 24 from the PR area. For details on study population, collection and processing of blood, RNA isolation and microarray analysis of gene expression see [14] .
Data pre-processing Raw data files from ImaGene (BioDiscovery, Marina del Rey, CA, USA) published in [14] were uploaded into Expressionist Refiner Array (Genedata AG, Basel, Switzerland) for data transformation. Data transformations were applied in the following order: background was corrected according to [37, 38] ; LOWESS correction with a smoothing factor of 0.1 to remove any nonlinearity between the two channels was applied [39] ; expression ratios of the subjects's sample with respect to the common reference sample were calculated using a specific bayesian algorithm to estimate the most likely expression signal given the measurements for the spot and background intensities. The following data were derived:
• Expression ratio = signal Cy5/signal Cy3;
• Signal to noise (S/N) ratio for each channel = ;
• Relative error computed = .
For the analysis of the data the quality thresholds were set as follows:
• Relative error < 0.5;
• S/N ratio > 2.0;
• Saturated features masked.
In addition, only the transcripts were used which have, after the previously described filtering, at least 50% valid values per group, i.e. ≥ 12 valid values for the PR group and also ≥ 12 for the TP group. From the about 20000 spots on the microarray, 5873 fulfill the above described quality and filtering criteria and were used for further statistical analysis. These spots from the series of 47 experiments are represented as a gene expression matrix X, with n = 5873 (after filtering) rows and 47 columns, where the i-th row consists of a 47-elements expression vector X i . = (X i1 ,...,X i47 ), for a single gene sequence i.
On such a matrix, a t-test analysis was used to identify genes significantly differing in expression between the two groups of individuals (TP compared to PR). 
Data processing for CASh
The final matrix X of 5873 genes and 47 samples that was distilled from the data filtering and preparation as described above, was split in two distinct expression matrices, X TP and X PR , whose columns were selected from X accordingly to the 23 subjects from TP area and the 24 subjects from PR area.
First, a procedure aimed to discriminate over-regulated levels of gene expression with respect to expressions measured in the PR area was applied. Each continuous value in the vector X i. = (X i1 ,...,X i47 ) which was equal to or greater and, in a similar way, the microarray game from the Boolean matrix B TP-is also defined.
In order to remove those genes whose high level of Shapley value may be attributed to chance, we applied the Bootstrap-based Algorithm 1. In practice, we applied Algorithm 1 (b = 1000) with B TP+ in the role of B 1 and B PR+ in the role of B 2 and the un-adjusted p-values were computed. In a similar manner, we applied Algorithm 1 (b = 1000) with B TP-in the role of B 1 and B PR-in the role of B 2 and the corresponding un-adjusted p-values were computed.
As further criterium for filtering, genes with Shapley value smaller than the mean plus the standard deviation in both microarray games and were filtered out. Following this criterium, 838 genes were selected in game and 889 genes were selected in game ) (see the highlighted intervals of Figure 1 ).
The overlap between two lists with the same number n of genes is defined as the following fraction for n ≥ 1.
Hierarchical cluster analysis and gene ontology
We used hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering to detect similarity relationships in gene expressions between TP and PR areas, based on the set of genes selected by CASh and t-test. In hierarchical clustering, all agglomerative hierarchical clusters were computed using the Euclidean distance between single vectors and the Ward method [40] . In K-means clustering, the algorithm of Hartigan and Wong [41] is used, the number of clusters a priori specified is K = 2 and the maximum number of iterations allowed is 10000. Before clustering analysis, we imputed missing values by the k-Nearest Neighbors method (k = 5) [42] . Heat-maps were representative of logged gene expression values, which are centered and scaled in the row direction. Statistical analysis were performed with Expressionist Pro from Genedata or the software R [see http://www.r-project.org]. Classification accuracy of clusters is measured as the percentage of correctly classified subjects. More precisely, classification accuracy was computed in two steps: first, each cluster is assigned to the area (TP or PR) with the majority of subjects in the cluster; second, the accuracy is computed according to the following ratio:
For functional annotation analysis, we used the online software DAVID [20] , which employs a modified Fishers exact test [43, 44] to derive biological themes within particular gene sets defined by functional annotation. In this way, over-representation of a particular annotation term corresponding to a group of genes was quantified in terms of the p-value computed in the test procedure.
Simulation study
A simulated gene expression data-set of of n = 1000 genes obtained by random samples from normal distributions under two simulated conditions which are denoted by a class variable y ∈ {1, 2}. Nine hundred genes were randomly sampled from a normal distribution with mean= 1 and stdev = 1 under both conditions 1 and 2. The remaining 100 genes were slpit in two sets of target genes (i.e., to be discovered genes), since the parameters of the normal distributions from which the expression values are sampled change with the conditions: 50 genes were randomly sampled from a normal distribution with mean = 2 and stdev = 1 under condition 1, and from a normal distribution with mean = 1 and stdev = 1 under condition 2; remaining 50 genes were randomly sampled from a normal distribution with mean = 1 and stdev = 1 under condition 1, and from a normal distribution with mean = 1 and stdev = 2 under condition 2. To be processed by CASh, each randomly sampled continuous value of gene i, i = 1,..., 1000, under condition 1 (condition 2) which was equal to or greater than the average expression of gene i plus its standard deviation under condition 2 (condition 1) was coded as 1, or as 0 if otherwise.
